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Graphical Abstract

Optimizing Multipath QUIC Transmission over Heterogeneous Paths

Hongxin Zeng, Lin Cui, Fung Po Tso, Zhen Zhang

Optimizing Multipath QUIC Transmission over 
Heterogeneous Paths

Mobile devices with multiple interfaces are prevailing yet  current MPQUIC implementation’s LRF 
scheduler faces performance degradation over heterogeneous paths 

Estimated Transfer Completion time (ETC) 
scheduler that simulates congestion window 
changes to calculate data partition for each 
path shortens the file completion time by up to 
about 29.6% according to results of Mininet 
based experiments.
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Highlights

Optimizing Multipath QUIC Transmission over Heterogeneous Paths

Hongxin Zeng, Lin Cui, Fung Po Tso, Zhen Zhang

• We investigate the issue of performance degradation over
heterogeneous paths for the LRF scheduler of MPQUIC.

• We formulate the problem model that assigns data parti-
tions to heterogeneous paths and design an ETC sched-
uler for MPQUIC.

• We have implemented ETC based on quic-go and our ex-
tensive experiments show that ETC can shorten the file
completion time by up to about 29.6% as compared to
existing MPQUIC implementation.
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Abstract

As a novel UDP-based transport protocol which supports stream multiplexing, QUIC is faster, more lightweight and flexible than
TCP. With the prevalence of multi-homed devices such as smartphones with both WiFi and 4G/5G cellular connectivity, Multi-
path QUIC (MPQUIC) can effectively utilize multiple network interfaces (i.e., multiple paths) to improve transmission efficiency.
Current MPQUIC implementation adopts the Lowest-RTT-First (LRF) scheduler which always selects the path with the lowest
smoothed RTT among all available paths. However, we show that in networks with heterogeneous paths where network character-
istics (e.g., RTT, loss rate) differ considerably, such scheduling scheme leads to unnecessary waiting on fast paths and bufferbloat,
degrading overall transmission performance significantly. To use heterogeneous paths efficiently (i.e., to reduce the overall file
transfer completion time), this paper proposes a novel scheduling mechanism that assigns data to paths with transfer simulation
without causing much additional overhead. Extensive experiment results in Mininet demonstrate that the proposed scheduling
mechanism can reduce the transfer completion time by up to 29.6% as compared to existing MPQUIC implementation.

Keywords:
Transport Protocol, Multipath QUIC, Scheduling

1. Introduction

QUIC is an emerging multiplexed transport protocol that
runs on top of UDP, carrying more and more Internet traffic due
to its improvements on both security and efficiency [1]. In the
meantime, more and more communication devices are equipped
with multiple network interfaces, e.g., smartphones with both
WiFi and 4G/5G [2] interfaces. To exploit resources over mul-
tiple network interfaces, Multipath QUIC (MPQUIC) [3], as a
multipath extension to QUIC, is proposed to enable concurrent
multipath transfer over multiple network paths. With the flexi-
bility inherited from QUIC, it is expected to have great poten-
tial to be widely deployed. For example, Alibaba has launched
a large-scale A/B test of MPQUIC video transport in their pro-
duction environments [4], demonstrating the feasibility and de-
ployability of MPQUIC. Besides, because HTTP/3 uses QUIC
as its underlying transport protocol [5], MPQUIC offers a great
potential for the future web.

However, when the characteristics (e.g., loss rate or latency)
of underlying paths differ, a multi-homed device encounters
heterogeneous paths. One typical example is a smartphone with
both WiFi and cellular networks (See Figure 1 for example).
Since WiFi and cellular networks are designed for different sce-
narios in the first place, their network characteristics can be sig-
nificantly different. For example, previous studies show that
90th percentile of LTE’s latency is around 40ms [6], while the
90th percentile of WiFi’s latency is generally around 20ms [7].
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Thanks to the rapidly increasing number of mobile subscribers [8],
heterogeneous paths will be more prevalent in the future, mak-
ing it very important and inevitable for multipath transport pro-
tocols.

Current MPQUIC implementation uses the Lowest-RTT-First
(LRF) scheduler [3], which treats paths whose congestion win-
dows (CWNDs) are full as unavailable, precluding them from
being scheduled for transmission. When making decisions, LRF
prioritizes the available path with the lowest smoothed RTT
for data transmission. However, always selecting the available
path with the lowest RTT may lead to performance degradation
when faced with heterogeneous paths.

This is because LRF only considers the RTT of available
paths when making decisions and ignores the possibility that
the overall transmission time can be shortened by waiting for
the busy but fast paths to become available again. If a faster
path, which is about to complete its data transmission, is deemed
unavailable and excluded by LRF, a slower path will be selected
for data transmission. Such a scheduling decision based on
transient path availability over heterogeneous paths will signif-
icantly degrade the transfer performance of MPQUIC. In addi-
tion, only favoring paths with lower RTTs increases the chances
of bufferbloat in the long run. Moreover, passively responding
to packet loss (i.e., congestion window change due to packet
loss) also contributes to LRF’s performance degradation under
heterogeneous paths. More detailed analysis and a motivating
example on these issues are provided in Section 2.2.

In this paper, we propose Estimated Transfer Completion
time (ETC) scheduler – a novel scheduling scheme which op-
timizes the overall file transfer completion time over hetero-
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geneous paths. As inspired by Shortest Transfer Time First
(STTF) [9], the main idea of ETC is to assign an appropriate
amount of data to paths according to the data assignment calcu-
lated in the simulated transfer. ETC iterates through time points
at which ACK packets are received on each path to simulate the
transfer. Each time point indicates that data of a CWND’s size
has been successfully delivered in the last RTT on a specific
path. And the path’s CWND size should be updated at each
time point. The iteration ends until the amount of delivered data
in simulation is no smaller than a given amount. The amount
of delivered data over each path in simulation can serve as the
assignment that assigns data to paths in real transmission later.
More details of ETC are described in Section 3.3.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We investigate the issue of performance degradation over
heterogeneous paths for the LRF scheduler of MPQUIC.

• We formulate the problem model that assigns data parti-
tions to heterogeneous paths and design an ETC sched-
uler for MPQUIC.

• We have implemented ETC based on quic-go and our ex-
tensive experiments show that ETC can shorten the file
completion time by up to about 29.6% as compared to
existing MPQUIC implementation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives some necessary background on MPQUIC and a motivat-
ing example which shows the need for an improved scheduling
mechanism for MPQUIC for heterogeneous paths. Section 3
elaborates the formulation of the scheduling problem and the
design of the scheduling algorithm. Section 4 presents the im-
plementation of ETC Section 5 describes our experiment envi-
ronments and discusses the results. Related works are given in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Motivation

This section describes the basics of MPQUIC and analyses
on heterogeneous paths.

2.1. MPQUIC

2.1.1. Overview
QUIC is a UDP-based transport protocol initially developed

by Google. It is a multiplexed and secure general-purpose trans-
port protocol that provides stream multiplexing, low-latency
connection establishment and secured header and payload [10].

De Coninck et al. first presented the design and imple-
mentation of Multipath QUIC (MPQUIC) [3, 11], which is an
extension of QUIC. Similar to Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [12],
MPQUIC aggregates resources on multiple network interfaces.
But as an extension to QUIC, MPQUIC is less sensitive to mid-
dlebox tampering compared to MPTCP, which leads to fewer
compromises and simpler design. Therefore, MPQUIC is more
likely to be widely deployed than MPTCP by nature.

2.1.2. Basic Designs of MPQUIC
The main design of MPQUIC is as follows:
Path Identification. Besides the four-tuple (i.e., source IP,

source port, destination IP and destination port), MPQUIC de-
fines a PathID field in the header, identifying the path on which
the packet was sent.

Reliable Transmission. STREAM frame in QUIC contains
an identification field and its offset, so the receiver can reorder
received data based on StreamID and offset information easily.
Each path has its own packet number space for ACK frames.

Path Management. Like QUIC, MPQUIC establishes a
connection with a secure handshake over the initial path.

Packet Scheduling. Current MPQUIC implementation adopts
the LRF scheduler which is the default scheduler of MPTCP in
the Linux implementation [3]. A major difference is that, upon
the completion of a connection establishment, the MPQUIC’s
LRF scheduler will duplicate packets and send them on all avail-
able paths instead of waiting until RTTs of all paths are probed.

2.2. MPQUIC over Heterogeneous Paths

The main goal of LRF scheduler is to prioritize the path with
the lowest smoothed RTT to increase the throughput. Among
all paths that meet the congestion window requirement, LRF
scheduler will always select the lowest-RTT path for data trans-
mission during each scheduling process. Since current MPQUIC
implementation’s scheduler only considers the available path
with the lowest RTT, ignoring other faster paths that are about
to become available, it is likely to leave faster paths idle and
increase the overall file transfer completion time. This deci-
sion of scheduling data based on ephemeral network conditions
can degrade transmission performance over heterogeneous net-
works. To demonstrate this issue clearly, a simple example is
given as follows.

Multihomed 
Mobile Device

Path1:Cellular 
Network

Path2:WLAN

Server

Latency: 100ms

Latency: 10ms

Figure 1: A common example of heterogeneous paths

As shown in Figure 1, it is common for today’s mobile de-
vices to have multiple network interfaces, such as cellular net-
work and WiFi. When MPQUIC utilizes both of them for data
transmission, it is faced with heterogeneous paths since WiFi
and cellular connections have different latency and bandwidth.
However, the LRF scheduler of MPQUIC cannot fully utilize
the bandwidth of paths due to such heterogeneity.

Suppose there are two paths with the CWND size of W.
Two data blocks, say data block 1 and data block 2, whose size
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are both W, arrive at the transmission buffer sequentially. Fig-
ure 2 depicts the detailed scheduling process of MPQUIC with
LRF and an improved solution:

MPQUIC with LRF: Path2 will be selected to transfer data
block 1 first (since it has lower RTT) and become unavailable
due to its full congestion window. Then the scheduler will se-
lect path1 to transfer data block 2 as it is the available path with
the lowest RTT at this point of time. As a result, the completion
time will be around 50ms (half of path1’s RTT).

An improved solution: If both blocks are transmitted over
path2, the completion time will only be about 15ms (one and a
half of path2’s RTT).

Path1
(RTT 100ms) 

Path2
(RTT 10ms) 

0 10 20 30 40 50 Time (ms)60 70
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Data Block 1

Data Block 2

Data Block 1

Data Block 2

Figure 2: Transfer completion time is significantly prolonged under LRF

In addition, LRF is not responsive enough for packet loss on
path. It only indirectly reacts to packet loss via the change of
congestion window after loss. Assume that the loss rate of the
lowest RTT path is high. Even though the CWND of the lowest
RTT path is limited and selecting paths with high latency can
lead to lower completion time, the LRF scheduler still favors it
as a prior path to be selected.

Therefore, MPQUIC needs a new scheduler that can fully
utilize heterogeneous paths with different RTTs and congestion
states to solve the above problems.

3. ETC Design and Analysis

To optimize transmission performance of MQUIC over het-
erogeneous paths, the scheduling problem is first formulated
and analyzed. Then, an efficient scheduling algorithm ETC is
proposed to reduce the overall file transfer completion time.

3.1. Overview of MPQUIC Architecture
As an extension of QUIC, MPQUIC resides at transport

layer and works in user space. As depicted in Figure 3, funda-
mental components of MPQUIC includes Coupled Congestion
Control, Path Manager and Packet Scheduler.

Coupled Congestion Control is responsible for adjusting
congestion windows of all paths based on session level informa-
tion. It takes congestion windows of all paths into consideration
and uses this information for congestion control of each path.
In current MPQUIC implementation, the coupled congestion
control is packaged as Opportunistic Linked Increases Algo-
rithm (OLIA) Manager that implements the OLIA congestion
control algorithm [13]. Path Manager is designed for path es-
tablishment, path migration, path information maintenance, etc.

Packet Scheduler decides how to schedule data in buffer over
underlying paths.

Thus, to cope with the performance degradation problem
that happens over heterogeneous paths, a proper Packet Sched-
uler should consider path and congestion information.

Application

Transport

Network

Link

Physical

Socket

Coupled
Congestion

Control

Path Manager

Packet SchedulerUser-space

kernel-space

IPIP IPIP

UDP UDP UDP UDP

Send Buffer

p0 p1 p2 p3

w0 w1 w2 w3

Internet

NIC1 NIC2

MPQUIC

Figure 3: Overview of the MPQUIC architecture

Many schedulers have been proposed for multipath TCP
and can be exploited by MPQUIC, as shown in Table 1. The
scheduler of current MPQUIC, i.e., LRF, cannot handle hetero-
geneous paths well. Although other schedulers designed for
MPTCP (e.g., DAPS [14], OTIAS [15] and ECF [16]) consid-
ers heterogeneous paths, they ignore congestion state informa-
tion. Another state-of-art scheduler, BLEST [17], works well
in preventing faster path from being idle to boost the perfor-
mance over heterogeneous paths. It first selects a path using
LRF. If the selected path is not the fastest path, it then evalu-
ates whether transferring current segment on the selected path
can be finish before the fastest path becomes available again. If
so, this path will be selected for transfer eventually. Otherwise,
it waits for the fastest path to become available again. As for
STTF [9], it selects the best path fits for each segment. But in
MPQUIC, the segment size is fairly small and cannot trigger
the congestion state change of paths. More detailed description
and analysis on STTF are provided in Section 6.

3.2. Modeling the Scheduling Problem

In this section, we provide a formal model for the problem
of Packet Scheduler over heterogeneous paths.

Most schedulers select a path based on current network met-
rics whenever there are data to be sent in buffer. That is to
say their decisions are made upon transient parameters for usu-
ally a small amount of data. This strategy results in the perfor-
mance deterioration facing heterogeneity more or less without
a global overview. To use heterogeneous paths efficiently, an
ideal scheduler should assign a proper amount of data to each
available path to make sure that the longest transfer time among
all selected paths is minimized. To this end, it can instruct data
scheduling over paths with previously computed data assign-
ment to reduce the transfer completion time.

Assuming the amount of data to be sent is D and there are
n active paths in the path set P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}. Among all
active paths, there are n−m (m ≤ n) of them that are not suitable
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Table 1: Overview Of Several Schedulers

Scheduler Input Metric Approach Complexity Heterogeneity
Optimization

Congestion
State Consider-
ation

LRF RTT Select available path with
the lowest RTT Low × ×

DAPS [14] CWND
Schedules packets based on
their sequence numbers for
in-order receiving

Low ✓ ×

OTIAS [15] CWND, RTT
Estimates transfer time over
all available paths and select
one of the earliest path

Low ✓ ×

ECF [16]
CWND, RTT and
buffered data to be
sent

Identifies whether a schedul-
ing decision will make faster
path idle

Low ✓ ×

BLEST [17] CWND, RTT and in-
flight bytes

Estimates whether a
scheduling decision will
cause HoL-blocking and dy-
namically adapts scheduling
to avoid blocking

Low ✓ ×

STTF [9] CWND, RTT and in-
flight bytes

Calculate the expected
transfer time of a segment
considering the path char-
acteristics of all available
paths

High ✓ ✓

ETC CWND, RTT and in-
flight bytes

Assign data over paths based
on estimated transfer com-
pletion time

Low ✓ ✓

to be selected for transmission, e.g., paths with significantly
high latency or loss rate. D needs to be divided into m partitions
and forms a data partition set D = {D1,D2, . . . ,Dm}.

The scheduler should assign D to m paths. For an assign-
ment A, let A(Di) = P j, if Di is assigned to path P j. For
each Di ∈ D, it must be assigned to exactly one path in P,
i.e., |A(Di)|=1. If P j = A(Di), the transfer completion time T j

i
indicates the time that the ith data partition Di required to be
transferred on the jth path P j.

Then, the objective of the scheduling problem is to find an
appropriate partition D and the corresponding assignment A,
which minimize the maximum transfer completion time of all
partitions:

min max T j
i

s.t.

|A(Di)| = 1,∀Di ∈ D
P j = A(Di) ∧ P j ∈ P,∀Di ∈ D

(1)

The first constraint indicates that each partition is assigned
to exactly one path, and the second constraint ensures that the
assigned path is an active path.

The optimal solution is to find a way of partitioning D based
on some path information (e.g., RTT, CWND and congestion
state) that the largest T j

i can be minimized (as denoted in Equa-
tion(1)). This problem is a variation of the parallel task schedul-
ing problem, which is an NP-hard problem [18]. Besides, it is

not practical to obtain the total amount of data to be transferred
because data is transferred in a streaming way and can be read
into buffer in multiple times. Thus, it is infeasible to solve this
problem in network stack.

3.3. ETC Scheduler

The design of the ETC scheduler incorporates the idea of
multi-stated congestion control from the STTF scheduler. The
main idea of ETC is to assign different amounts of data to dif-
ferent paths using transfer simulation on each path.

Before calculating the data assignment, all parameters of
the CCA, for example, the size of congestion windows, should
be preserved. The calculation involves congestion control re-
lated information and the RTT of each path. If these informa-
tion for a certain path is not yet probed or unavailable, the path
is skipped. Notably, ETC also uses the duplicating mechanism
upon connection initialization in MPQUIC.

Each time point at which ACK packets are received on each
path indicates that a CWND size of data has been successfully
delivered during the last RTT. Then, the CWND size should be
updated according to the adopted CCA. When updating CWND
sizes, the congestion state (whether the path is in slow start
or congestion avoidance) of the congestion control algorithm
(CCA) for underlying paths is also taken into consideration to
achieve more accurate estimation of completion time. With
these time points, ETC can simulate the data transfer process.
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Table 2: Notations and Symbols
Symbol Meaning

D Data to be sent
Di Divide data to m partitions, the ith partition
D The set of partitions
P Set of all available paths
P j The jth path in P

A
An assignment that maps data partitions to
corresponding paths

T j
i

The time that Di need to be transferred on
P j (0 ≤ i < m, 0 ≤ j < n)

Ws The congestion window of path Ps

αi
The factor defined in OLIA that guarantees
responsiveness and nonflappiness

tess,i Time for path Pi to exit slow start

Wbegin,i
The congestion window of path Pi when
ETC begins transfer time estimation

S S Tresh The slow start threshold
Winit The initial window

ETC iterates through those time points chronologically. It col-
lects the CWND size at each time point and updates the CWND
size in a per-path manner. With all collected CWND sizes be-
fore update for one path, ETC can simulate data transfer on
this path and calculate the amount of data sent in simulation.
Once the total amount of data sent on all paths in simulation
equals the amount of data to be sent, the iteration as well as
the simulation end. After the simulation, the amount of data
sent over paths during simulation serves as the assignment to
instruct paths in the actual transfer process.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the streaming way of trans-
ferring data makes it infeasible to get the total size of all data
to be sent, so a basic scheduling unit S is introduced. It is a
predefined amount of data used in each calculation as the sum
of data. The scheduler will remove previous assignment and
reschedule unsent data when the amount of data sent since the
last computation reaches the basic scheduling unit or a signal of
network congestion is detected. With this rescheduling mech-
anism, the scheduler proactively responds to path dynamics so
that the interference from path status change caused by external
events can be mitigated.

Detailed operations of the ETC scheduler are described in
Algorithm 1. ti marks the time point at which data are ACKed
on path Pi in simulation. tcur marks the current time point.
The GetS moothedRTT (Pi) function gets the smoothed RTT for
path Pi from MPQUIC’s Path Manager. Line 5 initializes tcur to
infinity. Line 8∼10 will bypass both initial path and paths that
are not yet probed. Line 11∼14 selects the path which is going
to get ACKed at the closet next time point in simulation and up-
dates tcur. Line 16∼17 increases the amount of data that should
be sent on Ps by the CWND of Ps. After that, the CWND of
Ps is changed accordingly with its CCA in Line 18. Line 19
updates the time point for Ps.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of the transfer simulation
process without interruption of external events. Assume there

Algorithm 1 ETC Scheduling Algorithm
Input: Set of all paths P; Basic scheduling unit S ; Set of sizes

all paths’ congestion windows W;
Output: Table M that maps a path to the amount of data as-

signed to it
1: for i = 0; i < n; i + + do
2: Preserve congestion control parameters of each path
3: end for
4: tcur ← ∞

5: while S > 0 do
6: for i = 0; i < n; i + + do
7: if Pi is not probed or Pi is the initial path then
8: Continue
9: end if

10: if ti +GetS moothedRTT (Pi) < tcur then
11: Ps ← Pi

12: tcur ← ti +GetS moothedRTT (Pi)
13: end if
14: end for
15: Ms ← Ms + Ws /* Ws and Ms are the CWND size

of path Ps and the amount of data should be assigned to
path Ps respectively */

16: S ← S −Ws

17: Path s makes change to its CWND accordingly
18: ts ← ts +GetS moothedRTT (Ps)
19: end while
20: for i = 0; i < n; i + + do
21: Restore congestion control parameters of each path
22: end for
23: Assign data to paths according to M

are two heterogeneous paths with smoothed RTT of 10ms and
35ms respectively. The triangle denotes ACK packets received
on Path 1 and the square denotes ACK packets received on Path
2. The algorithm presumes data transmission starts on both
paths from the beginning.

During the first 30ms, because t2 + sRTT2 is always greater
than t1 + sRTT1, the amount of data that should be assigned
to Path 1 increases by the CWND of Path 1 at each time point.
After that, t2+sRTT2 < t1+sRTT1 (i.e., 35ms<40ms), so Path 2
is selected. The amount of data that should be assigned to Path
2 increases to the CWND of Path 2. The CWND of Path 2 is
later changed according to the CCA. The calculation continues
in the previously described manner until at 80ms when the basic
scheduling unit is reached. Then, data can be assigned to paths
according to this simulation process.

3.4. Discussions
3.4.1. How does ETC Handle Path Dynamics?

ETC uses the smoothed RTT of each path, which is main-
tained by the Path Manager of MPQUIC. Smoothed RTT is cal-
culated with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA).
It therefore reflects an estimation of the path’s end to end delay,
which mitigates the impact of jitters.

Besides, the basic scheduling unit concept adopted in ETC
also helps the scheduler adapt to path dynamics. After the
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Figure 4: An example of the simulation process

amount of data sent since the last computation reaches the size
of a basic scheduling unit, ETC will calculate a new assign-
ment using newly collected path information. That is to say,
ETC updates the parameters used in transfer simulation for each
basic scheduling unit. Hence, the size of a basic scheduling
unit can be determined according to actual path dynamics. The
rescheduling mechanism is another important way of dealing
with path dynamics in ETC. The signal for the adopted CCA to
detect congestion also works as the signal for rescheduling. It
can be packet loss for loss-based CCA like RENO, CUBIC and
OLIA.

3.4.2. Complexity Analysis for ETC Algorithm
The assignment of a basic scheduling unit is a sub-problem

whose optimal solution is contained in the optimal solution to
the entire problem, i.e., the problem exhibits optimal substruc-
ture. ETC takes congestion state change during the transferring
of each basic scheduling unit into consideration, approximating
the local optimal solution for each basic scheduling unit.

Besides, the Algorithm 1 contains a nested loop which ac-
counts for its time complexity. The inner loop repeats n, the
number of paths, times. The number of times the outer loop
repeats is determined by the growth of paths’ congestion win-
dows. As congestion windows are always above zero, the algo-
rithm is bound to converge. Assume the outer loop repeats K
times, the time complexity of this algorithm is O(Kn).

3.4.3. Analysis for Transfer Time With ETC
In the following, we will use a fluid model approximation to

analyze the transfer time of ETC for sending a basic scheduling
unit S . ETC involves simulating CWND changes on underlying
paths, which is determined by CCA. Suppose the OLIA algo-
rithm is used (ETC can also work with other CCAs in practice).
For simplicity, we also assume that there is no congestion de-
tected, thus the rescheduling mechanism will not be triggered.

Under OLIA, for each ACK received on the path Pi, its
CWND Wi will be increased by

Wi/rtti2

(
∑

P j∈P W j/rtt j)2 +
αi

Wi
, (2)

where rtt j is the round trip time of path P j, P is the set of all
available paths and αi is a factor that guarantees responsiveness
and nonflappiness.

Similar to [13], we have the differential equation

∆i =
dxi

dt
=

x2
i /rtti2

(
∑

P j∈P x j)2 +
αi

rtt2
i

, (3)

where xi and x j is the sending rate on path Pi and path P j re-
spectively. Equation(3) is derived with a fluid approximation of
OLIA in which the stochastic variations of rates by their expec-
tation are replaced. Thus, the amount of data sent during time t
with OLIA is

Φ(t, i) =
1
2
∆it2. (4)

When transfer time estimation begins, assume the CWND
for path Pi obtained by ETC from OLIA sender is Wbegin,i and
the slow start threshold is S S Tresh. For simplicity, we only
consider conventional slow start here. Path Pi will exit slow
start at

tess,i = log2
S S Tresh
Wbegin,i

. (5)

Assuming the initial window is Winit, the amount of data trans-
ferred during slow start on path Pi can be estimated by

φi =
2tess,i+1

tess,i + 1
−

2Wbegin,i

(log2 Wbegin,i − log2 Winit + 1)Winit
. (6)

The estimation stops when estimated amount of transferred
data over all paths equals to basic scheduling unit S , i.e.,

S =
∑
Pi∈P

(
1
2
∆i(t2 − t2

ess,i) + φi). (7)

Hence, the transfer time t to send a basic scheduling unit S with
ETC is

t =

√√
2S +

∑
Pi∈P(∆rt2

ess,i − 2φi)∑
P j∈P ∆i

. (8)

4. Implementation

We have implemented the ETC scheduler for MPQUIC [19]
based on quic-go. The calculation of CWND change is related
to the CCA adopted by a specific MPQUIC implementation.
And path information like RTT is maintained by MPQUIC’s
Path Manager, which can be easily obtained. Hence, it is easy
to implement ETC in MPQUIC with minor modifications to
CCA. We modified functions of getCongestionWindow() and
maybeInceraseCwnd() in the implementation of olia sender.go
to obtain the CWND size and trigger changes to the CWND of
each path. The smoothed RTTs of paths can be easily obtained
through the path.rttS tats.S moothedRTT () function of path.go,
which contains the definition of the data structure of paths. The
scheduling algorithm is implemented with a data partition cal-
culator, a weighted round-robin scheduler. After the data par-
tition is calculated, the round-robin scheduler utilizes it as the
weight for each path accordingly to assign data over paths.
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5. Evaluation

This section provides the performance evaluation of the sched-
uler. The LRF scheduler is used as the baseline in the evalua-
tion.

Client

Router 1

Router n

Server

Path 1

Path 2

Router2

Path n

·
·
·
 

Figure 5: Experiment network topology

5.1. Experiment Setup

All experiments are performed in Mininet 2.2.2 on Ubuntu
14.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.1.39. The host machine has
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 3.20GHz CPU and 16GB RAM.
Mininet runs on six cores with 4GB of RAM. Figure 5 illus-
trates the network topology adopted in the experiments.

The evaluation focuses on RTT and loss rate since they have
profound impacts on network performance. To simulate hetero-
geneous paths, we categorize paths into paths with high/low la-
tency, and paths with high/low loss rate. The thresholds of both
latency and loss rate are defined according to Microsoft’s doc-
umentation on media quality and network connectivity in its
business communication platform [20] as MPQUIC has great
potential for real time media. For any path whose RTT is greater
than 100ms, it is deemed as a high latency path. To better ob-
serve the impact of path heterogeneity, the low latency paths’
RTT is set to below 50ms in the evaluation. As of loss rate, any
path whose loss rate is greater than 0.1% is considered to be
a high loss rate path. According to Ookla’s Speedtest Global
Index [21], the global mean download speeds for mobile and
fixed broadband are 73.50Mbps and 127.92 Mbps respectively
(obtained in April 2022). Therefore, the bandwidth of paths is
set to range from 90Mbps to 100Mbps to be in line with most of
today’s network connections. All network parameters (i.e., la-
tency, loss rate and bandwidth) are all generated using the WSP
algorithm [22] over ranges listed in Table 3. The experiment
measures the time duration of retrieving a file from a Web server
over multiple paths with randomly generated latency, loss rate
and bandwidth. The http server and http client used in the ex-
periment are from quic-go without modifications. The size of
basic scheduling unit is set to 4MB in our evaluation.

Both short file download scenario and large file download
scenario are evaluated over two heterogeneous paths, which is

Table 3: Ranges of experimental parameters

Low High
RTT (ms) (1, 50) (100, 200)

Loss Rate (%) (0, 0.1) (0.1, 0.5)
Bandwidth (Mbps) (90,100)

common such as mobile phone with both cellular and WiFi con-
nectivity, PC with both fixed broadband and WiFi connectivity.
As our evaluation mainly focuses on RTT and loss rate, these
two attributes lead to four (2× 2) path types. Considering these
four path types, there are six (i.e., C2

4 = 6) combinations of het-
erogeneous path groups (each path group consists of two het-
erogeneous paths with at least one different link characteristic)
in total. Under each scenario, experiments are performed over
all six possible types of heterogeneous path groups.

For example, one of the path groups consists of a high la-
tency & high loss path and a low latency & high loss path. This
path group is denoted by a hh hl label. The underline between
each two characters separates different paths in a path group.
The first character for each path describes its latency and the lat-
ter one stands for its loss rate. A ll lh path group can represent
multi-homed devices with both wired and wireless connections,
since wireless connections are more likely to be disrupted.

The short file download scenario involves downloading 5MB
of data over h2quic with TLS enabled. And for the large file
download scenario, the amount of data is 100MB. The evalu-
ation measures and analyzes the file transfer completion time
under two scenarios using LRF, BLEST and ETC.

Besides, as the initial path for connection establishment may
impact the performance of MPQUIC especially under the short
file download scenario, we also compare performance when
connection is established over each path in a path group respec-
tively. The first and second path in each heterogeneous path
group are referred to as Path #1 and Path #2 respectively. For
example, for hh hl path group, Path #1 (i.e., the path with high
latency, high loss) is first used as the initial path to establish the
connection. Then, Path #2 (i.e., the path with high latency and
low loss) is used as the initial path for connection establishment.

Performance of three schedulers over more than 2 heteroge-
neous paths are also investigated under large file download sce-
nario. The bandwidth of paths ranges from 90Mbps to 100Mbps
and the loss rates of them are all set to low (< 0.1%). The la-
tency of paths is randomly and uniformly generated from high
latency (100∼200ms) or low latency (1∼50ms). To ensure het-
erogeneity among paths, there are at least one low latency path
and one high latency path in each path group.

5.2. Results and Analysis

5.2.1. Large File Download
As shown in Figure 6, ETC stands out over all groups of

heterogeneous paths. LRF often suffers from the long tail due
to its transient metrics based decision making.
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Figure 6: Get 100MB using h2quic with TLS over six types of heterogeneous
paths. ETC’s performance is better than LRF and BLEST.

Figure 6a and Figure 6b demonstrate the performance of
LRF, BLEST and ETC over the hh lh and hl hh path groups. In
the hh lh scenario, the high loss rate prevents the size of both
paths’ congestion windows from growing. When selecting a
path, LRF tends to select the path with lower RTT first. But
as the CWND size is limited, the total data to be sent in buffer
cannot be assigned to the faster path at a time. At this time
the faster path is occupied and deemed unavailable. As a re-
sult, LRF will select the path with higher RTT despite the fact
that waiting for the faster path to be available again may lead
to shorter transfer completion time. By avoiding blindly select-
ing paths with the LRF principle, BLEST shows much better
performance. As for ETC, the data partition on each path is
calculated in advance to make data transfer on both paths finish
as simultaneously as possible. Consequently, the transfer time
of all paths in this path group with LRF is about 28.7% longer
than that with ETC.

As for performance over the hl hh path group, ETC is ap-
proximately 29.6% faster than LRF. When the latency of the
both paths are high, time taken by retransmission makes a dif-
ference in the overall file transfer completion time. Even though
both paths are high in latency, LRF will still select a relatively

low latency path as the prior path. If the prioritized path is high
in loss rate, the retransmission constantly happens, resulting in
performance degradation. BLEST does not have any mecha-
nism to deal with packet loss, so its performance is close to
LRF but without the long tail. ETC has higher responsive-
ness for packet loss as it works with OLIA in this simulation.
The rescheduling mechanism of ETC ensures that the CWND
change triggered by packet loss directly and timely impacts the
data partition and the amount of data assigned to the path on
which packet loss has happened is lowered. Hence, ETC shows
the best performance.

Figure 6c and Figure 6d illustrate the performance over hh ll
and hl lh path groups. Over the path group with a high latency,
high loss path and a low latency, low loss path, the performance
of all schedulers is close to each other. It works fine to pri-
oritize a low latency path with fast growing CWND, so LRF
shows satisfactory performance under this circumstance. Under
the scenario with hl lh path groups, the path with high latency
is low in terms of loss rate while the loss rate of the path with
low latency is high. In this case, LRF’s strategy of blindly pri-
oritizing the path with lower latency whose CWND keeps at a
relatively small size incurs frequent retransmission. Also, the
higher latency path is frequently selected due to the full win-
dow of faster path, which eventually leads to this severe long
tail. On the other hand, BLEST can decide whether to wait for
the faster path to be available again,so it successfully avoids the
long tail. ETC schedules data on the high latency path and tries
not to prolong the overall transfer time, i.e., the low latency
path not waiting for the high latency path to finish transferring.
Thus, ETC is about 26.9% faster than LRF in this experiment.

Figure 6e and Figure 6f depict two different path groups
that both contains a low latency and low loss rate path. When
both paths are low in latency. Their heterogeneity comes from
their difference in loss rate. LRF still prioritizes a relatively
low latency path and fails to deal with packet loss responsively.
The same is also true for BLEST. As for ETC, even though
the amount of data assigned to the path with relatively higher
RTT and low loss rate may be quite small at first, it can be
enlarged because of the path’s growing CWND as the transmis-
sion goes by. Consequently, ETC achieves about 13.4% better
performance than LRF. When both paths’ loss rate is low (i.e.,
hl ll), the overall transfer time of ETC is roughly 19.5% shorter
than that of LRF. As LRF only takes available paths’ latency
into account to make scheduling decisions, it causes underuti-
lization of underlying paths’ capacity. Because BLEST also
treats the slower path as a backup path, it underutilzes under-
lying paths’ capacity as well. ETC, on the other hand, assigns
data over all paths based on estimation before transmission to
effectively shorten the overall transfer time.

5.2.2. Short File Download
Figure 7 illustrates the short file download performance of

the two schedulers over paths from the same path groups of the
previous section. There is no significant difference between the
performance of LRF, BLEST and ETC owing to the redundant
sending strategy upon connection established. The initial path
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has great impact under all scenarios as the data to be transferred
is only 5MB.

Under scenarios which involves a high latency path and a
low latency path (hh lh, hh ll, hl lh, hl ll), a large amount of
data has already been sent before the RTT of the high latency
path is probed. The behavior of all schedulers doesn’t play a
significant part in influencing the overall file transfer comple-
tion time. Therefore, they basically show the same level of per-
formance. However, the initial path shows great impact on the
overall file transfer completion time.

When it comes to path groups in which paths’ latency is
of the same level, i.e., both high latency or both low latency
(hl hh, lh ll), there is no gap between the time of RTT probing
over different paths. Consequently, the way of handling packet
loss has the greatest impact on transfer completion time, which
is elaborated in the previous section.
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Figure 7: Get 5MB using h2quic with TLS over six types of heterogeneous
paths.

5.2.3. File Completion Time over Varied Number of Paths
Figure 8 depicts the file completion time of 100MB over

2 to 5 heterogeneous paths. When the number of heteroge-
neous paths is two, it falls into the aforementioned hl ll path
group. As the number of heterogeneous paths increases from

2 to 3 (hl ll ll), the file transfer completion time decreases by
about 34.4%, 38.8% and 39.9% respectively with ETC, BlEST
and LRF. When the number of heterogeneous path comes to
4 (hl ll hl ll), the median file transfer completion time barely
shortens with LRF and slightly shortens by about 9.7% and
9.9% with ETC and BLEST respectively. When there are four
low latency paths and one high latency path (hl ll ll ll ll), three
schedulers’ performance is close to each other. In a nutshell,
ETC shows favorable performance and still outperforms LRF
as the number of heterogeneous paths increases.
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Figure 8: Performance on varied number of heterogeneous paths

6. Related Works

6.1. Multipath Transport Protocols
The idea of multipath transport protocol dates back to Stream

Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [23] which is only de-
ployed in certain fields like signaling traffic within telephone
networks as a failover measurement. Not until the prevalence
of multihomed mobile devices, does MPTCP [12] emerge as a
multipath transport protocol that is possible to be widely de-
ployed. After several years of evolving, schedulers of differ-
ent kinds have proposed for it [24], making it more and more
mature. However, due to ossification [25], MPTCP is still not
prevailing.

With the emergence of QUIC, inspired by MPTCP, De Con-
inck et al. presented the design and evaluation of Multipath
QUIC [3], which shows that MPQUIC has better multipath per-
formance than MPTCP. The flexibility of MPQUIC also brings
various shceduler for different purpose [26, 27, 28, 29] and
makes it easy to transplant schedulers from MPTCP. As MPQUIC
is UDP-based,its deployment does not involve any changes to
operating systems and middleboxes. As a result, MPQUIC is a
more promising multipath transport protocol.

6.2. Multipath Over Heterogeneous Paths
To deal with performance degradation and achieve low la-

tency scheduling over heterogeneous paths, STTF [9] is pro-
posed. The design of STTF is similar to Out-of-Order Trans-
mission for In-Order Arrival Scheduler (OTIAS) [15] and Earli-
est Completion First (ECF) [16]. They all use the path informa-
tion to estimate transfer completion time and selects the fastest
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path regardless of whether the CWND is full. One significant
difference between STTF and other schedulers (e.g., OTIAS
and ECF) is that it takes congestion state into consideration in-
stead of assuming that the congestion state is congestion avoid-
ance, which results in more accurate and practical transfer time
estimation. Moreover, STTF adopts rescheduling mechanism.
Whenever transmission is interrupted by external events, STTF
will remove previous scheduling assignments and reschedule
all unsent data. Therefore, STTF is capable of promptly react-
ing to changes of underlying network.

To achieve low latency scheduling, STTF will estimate the
transfer time for every segment over each path first. Then the
path with the lowest estimated transfer time is selected to trans-
fer the segment. However, STTF’s calculation and scheduling
is on a per-segment basis, which is not suitable for MPQUIC.
In current MPQUIC implementation, data is read in a way of
streaming and the size of the data read at a time is quite small.
Consequently, it cannot trigger the congestion window change.
As a result, STTF falls back into LRF, failing to fulfill its pur-
pose. In contrast with STTF, the goal of the ETC scheduler
proposed in this paper is to achieve low overall file transfer
completion time. What it does is to assign data to paths accord-
ing to the assignment calculated in transfer simulation. Though
ETC also involves transfer time estimation, the estimation is
conducted with the input to be data blocks.

7. Conclusions

This paper investigates the performance degradation issue
of MPQUIC over heterogeneous paths and presents a novel
scheduler, called ETC, to address this issue. Taking the transfer
completion time and congestion states of each path into consid-
eration, ETC shortens the overall transfer completion time by
up to approximately 29.6% compared with LRF in the evalua-
tion. Moreover, the basic scheduling unit concept makes ETC
more flexible and cost less computation resources. However, it
may suffer from the side effect of a large basic scheduling unit
for short file transfer, which needs to be solved in future work.
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